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obtained from a whole-body thermal im-
age (with a thermal resolution of 320x240 
pixels) in which we had as objective any 
region of interest on the face.

The science has observed a great evo-
lution of the use of the thermal images in 
the medicine and related areas in the last 
20 years. However, the cost of equipment 
has limited its use. Recently some low-
cost equipment (with thermal resolution of 
80x60 pixels) reached the market.

Several authors1-3 have recommend-
ed the use of equipment with a minimum 
resolution of 320x240 pixels. However, the 
use of low-cost thermal cameras can be 
targeted to specific applications, or sub-
jected to digital image processing meth-
ods that enhance their use.

The main limitation of low-cost ther-
mal cameras is their thermal resolution 
(80x60 pixels). Figure 1 shows two imag-
es, a whole-body thermal image (320x240 
pixels) and a fraction of that image, only 
the face, with (80x60 pixels). This means 
that making a face image of a subject with 
a low cost thermal camera provides the 
same thermal information that would be 

(a) Whole-body Thermal Image (b) Fraction of whole-body Ther-
mal Image (80x60 pixels)

FIGURE 1 (a) Whole-body Thermal Image (320x240 pixels) and (b) a 
fraction of image (a) with 80x60 pixels
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Another way of using cost-effective ther-
mal cameras is by applying digital image 
processing methods. Authors4 reported 
that the use of total variation constrained 
deconvolution method can enhanced ther-
mal image from the low-resolution infrared 
(IR) cameras making it comparable to that 
from a high-resolution IR camera. They 
concluded that total variation constrained 
deconvolution method provides an effec-
tive improvement the thermal image qual-
ity from a low-cost IR camera to evaluate 
temperature of an object of 1-mm size. 
Some manufacturers are already incorpo-
rating new technologies into low-cost ther-
mal cameras, such as MSX (Multi Spectral 
Dynamic Technology) which provide phys-
ical details to the raw thermal image5, and 
therefore, resulting in a better vision and 
allowing good anatomical and thermal in-
terpretations (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 Thermal image from a FLIR C2 in MSX mode.
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In this sense, it can be concluded that 
low-cost thermal cameras can be used in 
medical applications when the region of 
interest (ROI) is small or the user will apply 
any kind of digital image processing meth-
ods, which improve the quality of the ther-
mal images.
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